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We study topological queries over two-dimensional spatial
databases. First, we show that the topological properties of semi-
algebraic spatial regions can be completely specified using a classical
finite structure, essentially the embedded planar graph of the region
boundaries. This provides an invariant characterizing semi-algebraic
regions up to homeomorphism. All topological queries on semi-
algebraic regions can be answered by queries on the invariant whose
complexity is polynomially related to the original. Also, we show that
for the purpose of answering topological queries, semi-algebraic
regions can always be represented simply as polygonal regions.
We then study query languages for topological properties of two-
dimensional spatial databases, starting from the topological rela-
tionships between pairs of planar regions introduced by Egenhofer. We
show that the closure of these relationships under appropriate logical
operators yields languages which are complete for topological proper-
ties. This provides a theoretical a posteriori justification for the choice
of these particular relationships. Unlike the point-based languages
studied in previous work on constraint databases, our languages are
region basedquantifiers range over regions in the plane. This yields a
family of languages, whose complexity ranges from NC to undecidable.
Another type of completeness result shows that the region-based
language of complexity NC expresses precisely the same topological
properties as well-known point-based languages.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The manipulation of spatial data is an increasingly im-
portant part of database systems. Spatial data are involved
in a wide range of applications: geographic information
video databases, medical imaging, CAD-CAM, VLSI,
robotics, etc. Numerous models and languages for spatial
data have been proposed (e.g., see Paredaens’s survey
[Par95]). The present paper is a contribution to the formal
study of query languages for spatial databases; in particular,
we focus on topological query languages.
Different applications of spatial databases pose different
requirements on query languages. In many cases the precise
size of the regions is important, while in other applications
we may only be interested in the topological relationships
between regionsintuitively, those that pertain to connec-
tivity properties of the regions and are therefore invariant
under continuous bijections. Such differences in scope and
emphasis are crucial, as they affect the data model, query
language, and performance. We can formalize the intuitive
notion of ‘‘relevant information’’ with respect to a certain
class of queries by specifying a group G of permutations
(bijections) of the space which can be applied without
changing the answers to the queries of interest. Once G has
been defined, then the queries of interest are simply those
that are G-generic [Par+94] (i.e., whose answer does not
change if the database undergoes any transformation in
G ; this concept extends the notion of genericity of Chandra
and Harel for classical queries). For example, the topolog-
ical queries are those that are generic with respect to0022-000099 30.00
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homeomorphisms (continuous mappings with continuous
inverses). Topological relationships turn out to be central to
spatial databases (see [LT92, G94] for discussions of the role
of topological relationships in geographic information
systems). A first group of results of this paper provides a key
technical tool: we show that the topological properties of sets
of semi-algebraic spatial regions can be completely specified
using a classical finite structureintuitively, the embedded
planar graph of the region boundaries. Such a structure acts
as an invariant characterizing an equivalence class of sets of
spatial regions with respect to homeomorphism. It can be
viewed as an abstraction capturing exactly the topological
properties of a set of regions. While abstractions of topologi-
cal properties of this flavor have been considered before, this
is the first time, to our knowledge, that such an invariant is
shown to completely characterize an arbitrary number of
regions up to homeomorphism in the setting we consider (see
also discussion below on related work).
We show that for inputs which are semi-algebraic regions,
the invariant can be computed in polynomial time (and
NC). Moreover, once this structure is computed, topologi-
cal queries can be answered by classical database queries
posed against that structure, of complexity polynomially
related to the original query. This provides a bridge between
the spatial and classical database domains. Furthermore,
the invariants are used to show that each equivalence class
of sets of semi-algebraic spatial regions with respect to
homeomorphism has a representative where the regions are
polygonal. This shows that, for the purpose of answering
topological queries, semi-algebraic regions can always be
represented simply as polygonal regions.
Alternatively, the invariants can be used as the basis for
a spatial model capturing precisely the topological proper-
ties of regions. Indeed, the structures we produce contain
information similar to the PLA model proposed by the U.S.
Census Bureau, which contains topological properties on
points, lines, and areas [Cor79, Par95]. Our invariants can
be viewed as an augmentation of the PLA model. They are
also related to models in geographic information systems
using decompositions of the space into cell complexes (e.g.,
see [FK86, H91, W92]).
The invariant problem is related, more broadly, to multi-
media databases. Such databases have to manage a mix of
classical database information and information of some spe-
cial type (spatial, video, sound, etc). The relation between
the two types of information is a fundamental problem in
such systems. Some queries are best answered by processing
the special information by specific means, while for others it
might be sufficient to keep annotations about the spatial
data in classical database form. The topological invariant
can be viewed as an annotation to spatial dataa simple
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‘‘thematic’’ databasethat happens to be sufficient for
answering all topological queries.The second part of this paper focuses on query languages
for spatial databases, and particularly on languages for
expressing topological queries. For such query languages,
one would like to have intuitive, natural primitives that are
geared toward topological information. For example, in a
‘‘topological’’ language it is natural to talk about topologi-
cal relationships among regions, but not about the distance
between points. Given such a query language, several ques-
tions come up: (i) Is there a sense in which the language is
complete with respect to topological queries? If not, does it
represent some significant fragment? (ii) What are the
appropriate representations of spatial information so that
topological queries can be readily answered?
We consider such questions starting from a well-known
set of natural language constructs proposed for use in
topological queries for geographic information systems (see
[E89, EgFra91, PE88]). The constructs specify eight
topological relationships among pairs of regions, based on
the intersections of their topological interiors and bound-
aries. Although there are 16 possible relations between two
regions based on empty or nonempty intersection of their
interiors and boundaries, only 8 of those are realizable.
These 8 mutually exclusive relations, called the 4-intersection
relations, are named as follows: overlaps, disjoint, equal, meets
(overlaps only at the boundary), contains, covers (contains,
and also shares a boundary), and the inverses of the last two.
For example, overlaps(A, B) indicates that all four intersec-
tions are nonempty (the intersection of the interiors of the
two regions, their boundaries, and as each region’s interior
with the other region’s boundary). The 4-intersection rela-
tionships are complete in a fairly weak sense, namely that
any two regions are in exactly one of those relationships to
each other, and furthermore no finer relationships can be
defined based only on the emptiness of the intersection of
the interiors and boundaries of two regions.
The 4-intersection relationships between pairs of regions
are not sufficient to determine topological properties of a set
of regions. For example, they cannot express the property of
nonempty intersection of three regions. Even when we only
have two regions, the 4-intersection relationships cannot
express certain important topological properties of the
regions, such as having a connected intersection. However,
we show that under generous assumptions about the spatial
regions, the closure of the 4-intersection predicates under
appropriate logical operators provides a complete language
for all topological queries. Of course, this language is nonef-
fective, since it expresses noneffective topological queries.
However, effective topological queries can be expressed in
an effective way in the complete language.
A second kind of completeness result takes as a point
of reference a natural first-order spatial logic and shows
UCIU, AND VIANUthat a certain first-order closure of the 4-intersection pre-
dicates can express all topological queries definable in
that language. This is related in spirit to what is done in
temporal databases, where languages with temporal
predicates are measured against temporal first-order logic
that explicitly manipulates temporal variables (see [K68,
C93, AHB95]). The first-order closure we use is effective on
inputs which are semi-algebraic regions and has data com-
plexity NC. This stands in contrast to the complete
language.
Previous formal work on query languages for spatial data
considers logic languages in which the database is a collec-
tion of regions, and in which quantifiers range over real
numbers andor over points. In contrast, in our languages
the quantifiers range over regions. They come in several
variations, depending on the nature of the regions handled
by the database and on that of the quantified variables. We
consider the question of decidabilitycomplexity of these
various languages, as well as their relative expressiveness.
Related Work
Work in spatial databases has focused on developing
models and query languages targeted to various application
domains, as well as appropriate data structures and efficient
evaluation techniques. We refer to [Par95] for a survey of
the field emphasizing geographic information systems. Of
particular interest are the 4-intersection topological rela-
tionships among regions [FK86, H91, W92]. The 4-inter-
section model of topological relationships has been widely
adopted in geographic information systems and has been
used in several spatial query languages [E94, OV91, SZ91].
The satisfiability problem for 4-intersection relationships
(essentially, the existential fragment of our language,
applied on the empty database) is investigated in [GPP95].
The expressiveness of these relationships has been
investigated by Egenhofer and Franzosa [EgFra91], who
make the argument that they are natural and cognitively
plausible, and observe that they cover all possibilities that
are expressible in the language that includes disjointness of
two sets, interior, exterior, boundary, and Boolean connec-
tives. The 4-intersection invariant was further refined by
Egenhofer and Franzosa, by taking into account additional
information, such as the number and dimension of compo-
nents of the boundary intersection of two regions
[FraEg92, E93, EgFra95]. In particular, the invariant
exhibited in [EgFra95] is claimed to completely charac-
terize two regions (discs) up to homeomorphism (the result
is stated without proof).
The PLA model was proposed by the U.S. Census Bureau
in [Cor79] (see also [Par95]). Its ability to capture
topological information has not been formally studied.
Models using decompositions of the space into cell com-
plexes have been used in the geographic information
systems community for some time (e.g., see [FK86, H91,
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESW92]). The complexity of computing topological informa-
tion based on cell complexes, similar to the PLA model and
to our invariants, has been studied in computationalgeometry [BKR84, KY85]. While a flaw has been dis-
covered in the complexity analysis of [BKR84], later
modifications recovered and even improved upon their
upper bounds; see Renegar [Ren92]. Our complexity
results make extensive use of these results. Closest to our
topological invariants is a representation of topological
information proposed in [KPV95], which is lossless with
respect to isotopy-generic1 information and applies to a
spatial model slightly different from ours. Query languages
are not considered in [KPV95].
Various notions of G-genericity for different groups G of
permutations are discussed in [Par+94]. A spatial
database model that includes spatial and classical database
information is proposed, along with a calculus and equiv-
alent algebra.
Much of the formal work related to spatial databases
focuses on ‘‘constraint databases,’’ consisting of relations
whose tuples represent semi-algebraic regions, specified by
polynomial inequalities. Such databases and corresponding
query languages were first considered in [KKR90]. In par-
ticular, they investigate the question of when the answer of
a query on a constraint database is representable as a con-
straint database. Their results are based on quantifier
elimination in the first-order theory of the reals [Tar51].
Region-based logical formalisms date back to [Cla85]
and have been intensively used in reasoning about spatial
knowledge in AI [RC89, CRC94]. They use first-order logic
to express topological relationships between regions starting
from a single primitive connect. The main focus is on the
adequacy of such formalisms to model domain-specific
knowledge. This is typically discussed using case studies.
The expressive power of the languages is not formally
investigated.
Logics over topological spaces are investigated in
topological model theory (e.g., see [Zie85]). The underlying
structure is a topological space and quantification is over
open sets. Research in this area typically considers classical
questions such as compactness, the LowenheimSkolem
property, recursive axiomatizability, preservation, and
definability.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a
simple spatial database model, several useful groups of
permutations of R2, and a review of the 4-intersection
relationships. The topological invariants are presented in
Section 3. In Section 4 we define several first-order,
region-based languages starting from the 4-intersection
relationships and establish some facts on their relative
expressive power. Completeness-style results on languages
based on the 4-intersection relationships are provided in
Section 5. Decidability and complexity results on the region
based languages are provided in Section 6. We conclude in
31IN SPATIAL DATABASESSection 7.
1 Intuitively, isotopies result from continuous deformation of the plane.
2. BASICS
Practical spatial databases (such as geographic systems)
mix spatial information with classical database information
(sometimes referred to as thematic). Answers to queries can
also be multisorted. Since our focus is on the spatial aspect,
we adopt a simplified model where the only thematic infor-
mation consists of region names. Also, for the sake of sim-
plicity and uniformity, we only consider boolean queries,
defining properties of sets of regions. We consider only
regions in the two-dimensional space.
We will use the following model for spatial databases. We
assume given an infinite set Names (consisting of names of
regions). An instance I of a spatial database consists of a
finite subset of Names denoted names(I ), together with a
mapping ext(I, &) from names(I ) to subsets of R2. For each
r # names(I ), ext(I, r) provides a set of points called the
extent of r. We generally refer to a set of points in the plane
as a region. In practice, each ext(I, r) is finitely specified,
although this may be transparent to the user. We use the
notation ext(r) whenever I is understood. Figure 1 gives
four examples of database instances.
As discussed earlier, the kind of spatial information rele-
vant to a particular domain can be formalized by specifying
a group G of permutations (bijections) *: R2  R2 that
preserves that information. Our main interest is in queries
generic with respect to the group H of homeomorphisms,
i.e., bijections *: R2  R2 for which both * and *&1 are con-
tinuous. We consider, however, other groups as well.
For some group G of permutations of R2 we say that two
database instances I and J are G-equivalent iff names(I )=
names(J) and for some * # G, *(ext(I, r))=ext(J, r) for each
r # names(I ). A property of instances is G-generic if it is
closed under G-equivalence. When instances range over
some restricted set of regions, the definition of G-genericity
is relativized to that set of regions; that is, a G-generic
32 PAPADIMITRIOU, SFIG. 1. Four examples of spatial database instances.property of such instances must be closed under G-equiv-
alence among instances in that set of regions.
Note that G-equivalent instances have the same set of
names. This factors out permutations of the names, which
are not an essential aspect here. It also simplifies dealing
with queries that mention region names explicitly, as their
G-genericity is not affected.
Example 2.1. Consider the property ‘‘A & B has one
connected component;’’ this property is H-generic. The
database instances of Figs. 1a1c satisfy this property; that
of Fig. 1d does not.
The H-generic properties are called topological proper-
ties. They are of particular importance in many domains.
Egenhofer proposed eight binary topological relations
among spatial regions as the basis for query languages for
such application domains, including geographic informa-
tion systems [E89]. These relations, called the 4-intersec-
tion relations, are obtained by classifying the intersections of
the interior and boundary of two spatial regions A and B :
see Fig. 2 for an illustration.
The 4-intersection relationships do not determine an
instance up to H-equivalence and therefore do not provide
sufficient information for checking all topological proper-
ties. More precisely, let us call two spatial instances I, I$
4-intersection equivalent iff names(I )=names(I$) and for
every p, q # names(I ), ext( p) and ext(q) stand in the same
4-intersection relationship in I as in I$. It is well known that
there exist spatial instances I, I$ which are 4-intersection
UCIU, AND VIANUFIG. 2. The four-intersection topological relationships.
equivalent but not topologically equivalent (e.g., see
[FraEg92, E93, EgFra95]). Figure 1 contains two such
examples: the instances in Figs. 1a and 1b are 4-intersection
equivalent, but not H-equivalent, and similarly for those in
Figs. 1c and 1d.
In addition to H, we consider two other permutation
groups: symmetries and piecewise linear functions These are
defined next. Call a function \: R  R increasing iff
x<x$ O \(x)<\(x$), and decreasing iff &\(x) is increasing;
a function *: R2  R2 is linear iff *((x, y) )=(ax+by+c,
dx+ey+ f ) , for some a, b, c, d, e, f # Q.
v Symmetries: S =def [* | *((x, y) )=(\1 (x), \2 ( y))]
_ [* | *((x, y) )=(\1 ( y), \2 (x))], with \1 , \2 : R  R
monotone bijections (i.e., each is either increasing or
decreasing). Each such permutation maps horizontal lines
to either horizontal or vertical lines, and similarly for verti-
cal lines, but may map other lines into arbitrary curves.
v Piecewise linear: L is the group generated by con-
tinuous 2-piece linear permutations of the form *((x, y) )
=if xx1 then *1 ((x1 , y) ) else *2 ((x1 , y) ), where *1 , *2
are linear mappings, and x1 # Q. Note that * is required to
be continuous, and this implies that *1 ((x, y))=*2 ((x, y) ),
\y # R. Equivalently, * is piecewise linear if there exists a
triangulation of R2 s.t. * is linear on each triangle. Note that
such functions map any line into some polygonal line with
unbounded end segments.
Observe that S, L/H but S and L are incomparable.
We consider throughout the paper the following types of
regions. In all cases, a region will be an open, simply con-
nected, nonempty subset of R2, with a connected boundary.
v Disc consists of homeomorphic images of D2 =def
[(x, y) | x2+ y2<1].
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESFIG. 3. Examples of regions in Disc, Alg, Poly, Rect, and Rect*.FIG. 4. Which Region is invariant under which group G.
v Alg consists of all discs of the form
{(x, y) } i i Cij (x, y)= ,
where each condition Cij (x, y) is of the form P(x, y)>0, for
some polynomial P with integer coefficients. This definition
is adapted from [KKR90]: equivalently, Alg consists of all
discs whose boundaries are piecewise algebraic curves.
v Poly are all simple polygons (i.e., polygons with nonin-
tersecting boundary, specified by linear inequalities with
integer coefficients).
v Rect =def [[(x, y) | x1 <x<x2 7 y1 < y< y2] | x1 <
x2 7 y1< y2], where x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 # R. We call these
regions rectangles
v Rect* is the set of discs which are finite unions of
rectangles.
See Fig. 3 for some simple examples of regions in each
class.
Unless otherwise stated, we will implicitly assume in what
follows that every class of regions Region is one of the
above. Notice that Rect/Rect*/Disc and Poly/Alg/
Disc. Importantly, instances over Poly and Alg are finitely
specifiable; so are instances over Rect and Rect* when Rect
consists of rectangles with corners with rational coor-
dinates. Among the finitely specifiable types of regions, Alg
is the most general we consider and is therefore of special
importance in our investigation.
We say that a family of regions Region is invariant under
some group of permutations G if \r # Region, \* # G O
*(r) # Region. Figure 4 summarizes which class of regions is
invariant under which of the groups described above.
3. THE TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANT
In this section we address the invariant problem: Can we
extract from a spatial instance a finite structure which cap-
tures exactly the topological properties of the spatial
instance? This is related to three important, overlapping
problems:
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queries be answered by precomputed annotations stored in
classical (relational, say) database form?
v The spatial representation problem: Can spatial
instances over some class of regions always be represented
by topologically equivalent spatial instances over some
simpler class of regions?
v The topological model problem: What is an appro-
priate data model for storing and retrieving topological
information?
We address the invariant question for topological queries
on two-dimensional semi-algebraic regions, i.e., database
instances in Alg. For any semi-algebraic input, we construct
in polynomial time (and in NC) a finite structure (relational
instance) TI , called topological invariant of I, over a fixed
relational schema. Relational instance TI summarizes exactly
the spatial information needed to answer all topological
queries. To our knowledge, this is the first time such an explicit
invariant is obtained for topological queries on semi-
algebraic regions (the proof uses classical results from
topology). A similar result was independently announced
(without proof) in [KPV95], with two differences: the
invariant captures isotopy-generic rather than H-generic
information, and the spatial model is different from ours.
Topological queries on I can be answered by classical
database queries against the invariant TI , of complexity
polynomially related to that of the original query; this
answers the thematic problem. Furthermore TI can be used
to construct, for each spatial instance I in Alg, a topologi-
cally equivalent spatial instance in Poly. This provides an
elegant answer to the spatial representation problem: for the
purpose of answering topological queries, semi-algebraic
spatial regions can always be represented simply by
polygonal regions. Finally, the invariant can provide the
basis for a topological model for spatial databases. In this
scenario, only the information in the invariant would be
kept, without an underlying spatial instance. In particular,
direct updates to the invariant would have to be allowed,
which brings up the question of checking whether the result
of an update is in fact an invariant. We characterize struc-
tures which are invariants and show that this can be
checked in NC.
Our construction of the invariant relies on results on cell
complexes obtained by Kozen and Yap in [KY85]. While
those results rely on an earlier result by Ben-Or et al.
[BKR84], whose complexity analysis was proven to be
wrong, the results in [BKR84] were later fixed and
improved by Renegar [Ren92]. We start by recalling briefly
the terminology and results of [KY85]. Then we return to
our framework and exhibit the topological invariant.
Cell complexes [KY85]. Given a set 7 of polynomials
with 2 variables (x, y) and with rational coefficients, a sign
assignment is a mapping _: 7  [&1, 0, +1], and the sign
34 PAPADIMITRIOU, Sclass of _ is I_ =def [(x, y) | sign( p(x, y))=_( p), \p # 7].
The purpose in [KY85] is to describe, for a given 7, the
connected components of (the nonempty) I _, and theiradjacency relationships. The starting point is the notion of
a cell complex. A cell complex for 7 is a partition of R2
into finitely many, nonempty, pairwise disjoint regions,
[Rv]v # V , called cells, such that:
(1) each cell Rv is homeomorphic to R$(v), for some
$(v)=0, 1, or 2; for each v # V, $(v) is called the dimension
of v ;
(2) the closure of each cell Rv is the union of other cells;
(3) each Rv is included in some sign class I _; we denote
_=l(v).
To each cell complex we associate the graph G=(V, E, $, l ),
where (u, v) # E iff Ru is contained in the closure of Rv .
It turns out that there are generally several possible cell
complexes for a given set 7 of polynomials. To see this, note
that in general the cells in the complex are not the maximal
connected components of the I_’s (as one might be tempted
to believe): these can be obtained by collapsing adjacent
cells, but the resulting sets are not necessarily a cell complex
(they may violate (1)). To see such an example, consider
7=[ p], p(x, y)=xy. Here I+1=[(x, y) | xy>0], I&1=
[(x, y) | xy<0], I0=[(x, y) | xy=0]. There are five
maximal connected components (two in I +1, two in I&1,
and I 0 itself ), but they do not form a cell complex, because
I0 violates condition (1) above (it is not homeomorphic to
R1). A cell complex for 7 would further partition I 0, e.g.,
into [(x, 0) | x # R], [(0, y) | y>0], [(0, y) | y<0].
This is in some sense a maximal cell complex for 7, but it is
not unique, because [(0, y) | y # R], [(x, 0) | x>0],
[(x, 0) | x<0] is maximal, too.
Kozen and Yap [KY85] describe an NC algorithm for
finding a graph G representing some cell complex for 7:
Importantly, it follows from their result that the number of
connected components of the nonempty I _’s is bounded by
a polynomial in the size of 7.
The topological invariant. Returning to our setting, sup-
pose we are given an instance I in Alg. We call a labeling of
I a function _: names(I )  [o, , &], and denote by 3I the
set of all labelings. By abuse of terminology, we call the sign
class of _ the set I_ =def r # names(I ) r_(r), where ro is the inte-
rior of r (ro=r, since all regions are open sets), r is the
boundary, and r& is the exterior. We define a cell complex
for I as above, but replace condition (1) with the following:
(1$) each cell Rv is homeomorphic to R$(v), except for a
single cell Rf0 which is homeomorphic to R
2&[(0, 0)]. We
call f0 the exterior cell. We can prove that, for any algebraic
instance I, there exists a maximal cell complex [Rv]v # V for
I, and denote by GI =
def (V, E, $, f0 , l ) its associated graph,
where l : V  3I. We call cells of dimension 0 vertices, cells of
UCIU, AND VIANUdimension 1 edges, and cells of dimension 2 faces.
Example 3.1. Consider the instance I in Fig. 1c. Then
GI consists of two vertices v1 , v2 , four edges e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 ,
and four faces, f0 , f1 , f2 , f3 ; see Fig. 5. The adjacency rela-
tion E contains the edges
(v1 , e1), (v1 , e2), (v1 , e3), (v1 , e4),
(v2 , e1), (v2 , e2), (v2 , e3), (v2 , e4),
(e1 , f0), (e1 , f1), (e2 , f2), (e2 , f3),
(e3 , f3), (e3 , f1), (e4 , f0), (e4 , f2).
The labeling is
l(v1)=l(v2)=(A, B), l(e1)=(A, B&),
l(e2)=(A, Bo), l( f3)=(Ao, Bo), etc.
To see the importance of specifying the exterior cell, con-
sider the instances I, I$ in Fig. 6. Both GI and GI$ have two
vertices, five edges, and five faces. They coincide in their
adjacency relation E and their labeling l, except that GI ’s
exterior cell is f0 , while GI$ ’s exterior cell is f2 .
In summary, GI provides in a concise manner the follow-
ing information: for each region name in names(I ), the cells
it contains (vertices, edges, faces); for each face, the edges on
its boundary; for each edge, its endpoint(s); and finally the
unbounded face, f0 .
It is worth noting that all the information provided by GI
is useful and essential. For example, the dimension $(v) of a
cell v # V cannot be determined from the its labeling: when,
say, l(v)=(A, B), the dimension of v may be either 0 or 1.
Also, the external face is not determined by the other infor-
mation in GI . This is shown by Example 3.1. Note in par-
ticular that the external face is not determined by its sign.
Indeed, consider _=l( f0). Clearly, _(r)=&, \r # names(I ).
However, f0 is not necessarily the unique such cell.
Before we proceed, we need the following terminology.
Call a database instance I connected if r # I r is topologi-
cally connected. Alternatively, I is connected if the subgraph
of GI consisting only of vertices and edges (i.e., no faces) is
connected. For example, both database instances in Fig. 7a
are nonconnected. Recall that a closed curve in the plane is
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESFIG. 5. The graph GI associated to an instance I.FIG. 6. Except for the exterior cell, GI and GI$ are isomorphic.
simple, if it is non-self-intersecting.2 Call a database instance
I simple if the boundary of each face in GI is a simple curve.
For example, all four instances in Fig. 1 are simple, while
the four instances in Fig. 7 are not. A simple instance is also
connected, because otherwise it is easy to show that the
boundary of the exterior cell is not a closed curve: the
instances in Fig. 7a illustrate this. The converse is not true:
the two regions in Fig. 7b illustrate two connected instances
which are not simple (the boundary of the external face is
not simple).
GI is almost what we need for an invariant. Specifically,
we have:
Lemma 3.2. Let I, I$ be simple spatial database instances
over Alg with names(I )=names(I$). Then I and I$ are
topologically equivalent iff GI and GI$ are isomorphic via an
isomorphism which is the identity on names(I ). Moreover,
any isomorphism . between GI and GI$ can be lifted to a
homeomorphism mapping I to I$.
Proof. Suppose first that I and I$ are spatial instances
over Alg such that names(I )=names(I$). It is clear that if I
and I$ are topologically equivalent, then GI and GI$ are
isomorphic by an isomorphism which is the identity on
names(I ). Consider the converse. Let I, I$ be simple spatial
instances over Alg such that names(I )=names(I$), and sup-
pose GI and GI$ , are isomorphic via an isomorphism which
is the identity on names(I ). We show that I and I$ are
topologically equivalent.
Let S be the union of all vertices and edges in the cell
complex associated to I. We call S the skeleton of I : I is con-
nected iff S is connected. Define S$ similarly for I$. S consists
of a finite set of points and edges, which are simple Jordan
curves connecting two points. Since GI and GI$ are
isomorphic, we can construct a homeomorphism *0 : S  S$
(where both S and S$ are topological subspaces of R2),
which extends the isomorphism from GI to GI$ , by patching
the homeomorphisms between corresponding Jordan curves.
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.: [0, 1]  R2 such that .(0)=.(1). It is simple iff .(x)=.( y) with x{ y
implies [x, y]=[0, 1].
In order to extend *0 to a homeomorphism R2  R2, we use
Scho nflies’ Theorem [Moi, pp. 72], stating that for any
closed Jordan curve J, any homeomorphism *0 : J  R2 can
be extended to a homeomorphism *: R2  R2. Namely, let
Rf be a two-dimensional cell in the cell decomposition asso-
ciated to I, different from the exterior cell. Its boundary is a
closed Jordan curve, and we use Scho nflies’ Theorem to
extend *0 to Rf (we discard the exterior part of the exten-
sion). For the exterior cell Rf0 we proceed similarly, but
keep only the exterior part and drop the interior. Patching
together all *’s corresponding to different cells yields the
desired homeomorphism *: R2  R2. K
Every homeomorphism *: R2  R2 is isotopic to either
the identity or to a reflection [St93]: in short, there are
two possible orientations for the homeomorphism *. In
Lemma 3.2, *’s orientation is uniquely determined by .,
except for the degenerated case when both I and I$ consist
of a single region (in this case GI has no vertices, one edge
and two faces). Indeed, it suffices to consider some face f in
GI whose border has at least two vertices v1 , v2: it will also
have at last two edges e1 , e2 , hence we have a unique orien-
tation of f’s border, and similarly a unique orientation of
.( f )’s border. The relationship between these two orienta-
tions dictates *’s orientation.
Lemma 3.2 cannot be extended to nonsimple instances.
We illustrate this with the two examples in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a
we have two database instances I, I$ which are not con-
nected. Here GI and GI$ are isomorphic, but I, I$ are not
topologically equivalent (there is no homeomorphism map-
ping I to I$). Similarly for Fig. 7b, the two instances are con-
nected, but not simple, because the boundary of the exterior
cell is a nonsimple curve, both in I and in I$.
It turns out that the only additional information needed
to capture all topological information about nonsimple
instances I is the order whereby all edges incident to each
vertex are arranged, clockwise say, around the vertex. This
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topologically equivalent.is done by introducing a new relation O[# , /]_V3,
with the following meaning: (# , v, e1 , e2) # O iff v is a ver-
tex and e1 , e2 are clockwise consecutive3 edges incident to v,
and (/ , v, e1 , e2) # O iff v is a vertex and e1 , e2 are coun-
terclockwise consecutive edges incident to v. Note that
in the presence of loops at v, like in Fig. 7b, we may have
both (# , v, e, e), (/ , v, e, e) # O, or both (# , v, e1 , e2),
(/ , v, e1 , e2) # O for different e1 , e2 . We define the
topological invariant associated with an instance I to be the
following finite structure: TI=(V, E, $, f0 , l, O) where
GI=(V, E, $, f0 , l ) is the structure defined earlier, and O is
defined as above. Note that an isomorphism from TI to TI $ ,
maps the set [# , /] to itself, possibly reversing the
orientation.
Example 3.3. Continuing with the instance I in Fig. 1
(recall also Fig. 5), the invariant TI would consist of the
adjacency and labeling information (the graph GI) as
defined in the previous example, together with the following
orientation information:
O=[(# , v1 , e1 ; e4), (# , v1 , e4 , e2),
(# , v1 , e2 , e3), (# , v1 , e3 , e1), (# , v2 , e1 , e3),
(# , v2 , e3 , e2), (# , v2 , e2 , e4), (# , v2 , e4 , e1),
(/ , v1 , e1 , e3)), (/ , v1 , e3 , e2),
(/ , v1 , e2 , e4), (/ , v1 , e4 , e1), (/ , v2 , e1 , e4),
(/ , v2 , e4 , e2), (/ , v2 , e2 , e3), (/ , v2 , e3 , e1), ].
We are now ready to show:
Theorem 3.4. Let I, I $ be spatial database instances over
Alg with names(I )=names(I $). Then I and I $ are topologi-
cally equivalent iff TI and TI $ are isomorphic via an
isomorphism which is the identity on names(I ). Moreover,
any isomorphism between TI and TI $ can be lifted to a homeo-
morphism mapping I to I $.
Proof. Assume first that I is connected: this implies that
I $ is also connected. For each vertex v in GI , let e1 , ..., en be
the sequence of consecutive edges adjacent to v, in clockwise
orientation (note that an edge adjacent to v occurs once or
twice in the enumeration e1 , ..., en). Since all regions in I are
semi-algebraic, we can find a circle centered in v with a
radius =v>0 small enough so that it intersects each edge e
exactly as many times as e occurs in the sequence. Let
Dv=[p | p # R2, dist(p, v)<=v], and furthermore, assume
that the =v ’s are small enough s.t. v{w O Dv & Dw=<.
Construct similar discs D$v$ for I $. Let J =
def I _ [Dv | v # V],
J$ =def I $ _ [D$v$ | v$ # V$]: then both J and J$ are simple, by
the following argument. The faces in J either correspond to
old faces in I with their corners chopped off or are new
UCIU, AND VIANU3 Two edges e1 , e2 are consecutive if they share a face f and can be con-
nected with a curve lying entirely in f, and which does note separate any
other two edges bordering f.
triangular faces. The first kind of faces will now have a simple
boundary even if the original face had not, because we
chopped out the corners. For the second kind, it is easy to
see that each face with a triangle as a boundary (that is, with
three edges and three vertices) is simple.
Moreover, using the orientation information captured by
O we will show that GJ and GJ$ are isomorphic. Hence J and
J$ are topologically equivalent by Lemma 3.2. It easily
follows that I and I $ are also topologically equivalent.
So it remains to show that GJ , GJ$ are isomorphic. Let
.: V  V$ be an isomorphism between TI and TI $ . We will
extend it to an isomorphism between GJ and GJ$ . Take a
closer look at how GJ is derived from GI . For some vertex
v in GI , let us denote by L the circular list L=(e1 , f1 , e2 ,
f2 , ..., ek&1 , fk&1 , ek , fk) consisting all outgoing edges from
v and adjacent faces, in clockwise fashion, as illustrated in
Fig. 8a. Note that we may have ei=ej , for i< j, when there
are loops in I : each edge e may occur once or twice in L.
Moreover, a face may occur arbitrarily many times in L. Let
v$=.(v), and let L$=(e$1 , f $1 , ..., e$k , f $k) be the circular list
of edges and faces adjacent to v$ in GI $ , taken in clockwise
order if .(#)= # , .(/)=/ , and counterclockwise
otherwise. The notation does not imply that .(e1)=e$1 ,
etc.4: all we know is that [.(e1), ..., .(ek)]=[e$1 , ..., e$k],
and [.( f1), ..., .( fk)]=[f $1 , ..., f $k]. The key observation is
that the new vertices, edges, and faces in GJ ‘‘around’’ v are
uniquely determined by the circular list L; see Fig. 8b.
Namely, there are k new vertices u1 , ..., uk , 2k new edges,
and k new faces. To prove that GJ and GJ$ are isomorphic,
it suffices to show that . maps the circular list L into L$, i.e.,
that there exists i1 such that
(.(e1), .(f1), ..., .(ek), .( fk))
=(e$i , f $i , e$i+1 , f $i+1 , ..., e$i&1 , f $i&1) (1)
Before proving this, we make an observation about L (and
L$): any consecutive edgecell or celledge pair is unique in
L. That is, for i< j, we have (ei , fi){(ej , f j) and ( fj&1 , e i)
{( fj&1 , ej). Back to proving (1), consider .(e1). There can
be at most two i ’s for which ei$=.(e1): if there are two such,
then we will pick that i for which .( f1)= f i . When there is
a single i s.t. e$i=.(e1), we show that .( f1)= f $i . Indeed,
then we have (# , v, e1 , e2) # O; hence (.(#), v$,
.(e1), .(e2)) # O$. But we also have (.(#), v$, e$i , e$i+1) # O$;
hence e$i+1=.(e2). Now f1 is a common face for e1 and e2 ,
so both .( f1) and f $i are common faces for e$i , e$i+1 . It is easy
to show, in general, that in any cell complex, two edges
sharing a common vertex v$ can have at most one common
face. Hence .( f1)= f $i . So we have chosen i such that (1)
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determined by the number of edges incident to v and by the number of
‘‘loops’’ at v, i.e., edges having v as the unique endpoint. Since GI and GI $
are isomorphic, it follows that L, L$ have the same length.holds on the first two positions. We will prove that it holds
on all positions. Comparing from left to right the two
sequences in (1), consider the first position where they differ.
If this is a face, then we have .( fj&1)= f $i+ j&2 , .(ej)=
e$i+ j&1 , .( f j){ f $i+ j&1 . This is a contradiction, because
fj&1 , f j are the unique two faces adjacent to ej in GI and
therefore are mapped by . into f $i+ j&2 , f $i+ j&1 , which are
the unique two faces adjacent to e$i+ j&1 in GI $ . So suppose
L, L$ differ first at an edge, i.e., .(ej&1)=e$i+ j&2 , .( f j&1)=
f $i+ j&2 , .(e$j){e$i+ j&1 . Let e$=.(ej). Here we use the
orientation information. We have (# , v, ej&1 , ej) # O;
hence (.(#), v$, e$i+ j&2 , e$) # O$. This implies that e$i+ j&2
must occur a second time in L$, followed by e$. Moreover,
f $i+ j&2 is the only common face to e$i+ j&2 , e$, so there exists
p{ j such that e$i+ p&2=ei+ j&2 , f $i+ p&2= f $i+ j&2,
e$i+ p&1=e$. But this is a contradiction because, as we said
earlier, any edgeface pair (ei+ j&2 , f i+ j&2) occurs at most
once in the circular list L$.
Now assume that I is not connected (recall that this
means its skeleton is not connected). For clarity assume that
it consists of two connected components I=I1 _ I2 and,
hence, so does I $, I $=I $1 _ I $2 . Let us call .: TI  TI $ , the
isomorphism between the first-order structures TI and TI $ :
this splits into two isomorphisms .1 , .2 between TI1 and TI $1
and TI2 and TI $2 , respectively, which, in turn, extend to
homeomorphisms *1 , *2 , mapping I1 to I $1 and I2 to I $2 . By
applying the construction above we can ensure that both I1
and I2 are simple. It is easy to see that all regions in I2
lie entirely inside one of the two-dimensional cells Rv of TI1
(not necessarily the exterior cell). Recall that every
homeomorphism *: R2  R2 is isotopic either to the identity
or to a reflection. It is possible to show that we can join *1
and *2 together into a homeomorphism mapping I to I $,
provided that *1 , *2 have the same ‘‘orientation,’’ i.e., are
either both isotopic to the identity, or both to a reflection.
Hence we distinguish two cases:
1. We can choose the orientation of either *1 or *2 : since
we assumed I1 , I2 to be simple, by the observation after
Lemma 3.2 this is possible only if I1 (or I2) is degenerated,
i.e., consists of a single region. Then we simply arrange for
*1 , *2 to have the same orientation and are done.
2. The orientations of *1 and *2 are imposed and dis-
agree (if they agree then we are done, of course). It is not
hard to see that *1 is isotopic to the identity when
.(#)= # , .(/)= / , and is isotopic to a reflection
when .(#)= / and .(/)= # . Similarly for *2 .
This leads to a contradiction, since *1 , *2 have different
orientations. K
Theorem 3.4 says that each H-equivalence class of spatial
37IN SPATIAL DATABASESinstances over Alg is characterized by its topological
invariant. Furthermore, the invariant, as well as a repre-
sentative instance in Poly, can be constructed efficiently.
)FIG. 8. Illustration of GI (a) and GJ (b
Theorem 3.5. For each instance I in Alg, we can com-
pute in polynomial time (and in NC) the invariant TI , and an
instance I $ in Poly such that TI=TI $ .
Proof. For I in Alg, TI can be computed in NC using the
cell decomposition algorithm of [KY85]. The topological
invariant also allows us to construct, for each H-equiv-
alence class, a representative instance over Poly, as follows.
A classical result in graph theory known as Fa ry’s
Theorem [Fa 48, Wag36, St51] states that any planar graph
can be embedded in, the plane so that all of its edges are
straight lines (except of its loops, of course, which can be tri-
angles). Furthermore, this can be accomplished in linear
time. Notice that, once such a representation of the skeleton
of I has been obtained, it can serve, appropriately labeled,
as a representative instance over POLY. It is interesting to
ask whether such a representation (call it a Fa ry representa-
tion) can be obtained in NC ; we outline below an argument
that it can. We are not aware of an explicit proof of this
result in the literature, although, as we point out in what
follows, such a proof does follow rather easily from known
techniques and concepts.
If the graph is triply connected, then the standard parallel
planarity algorithms [JS85] produce a Fa ry representation.
In particular, a Fa ry representation of a triply connected
graph can be obtained by the following algorithm attributed
to Tutte [Tut63]: Start by choosing one of the faces as
outer, and embed it as an arbitrary convex polygon. Then
place the remaining vertices on the plane so that each vertex
is at the center of gravity of its adjacent nodes. This can
be accomplished by solving a square system of linear
inequalities (one equation and one unknown for each vertex
not on the outer face), a task well known to be achievable
in NC [KR91].
For a general graph, suppose that we have decomposed
38 PAPADIMITRIOU, Sthe graph into triply connected components (this can be
done in NC) and that we have found, as above, Fa ry
representations of all triply connected components, where. In this example e1=e6 , f1= f3= f5 , etc.
each component represents the adjacent components as
edges. We can then find a Fa ry representation of the whole
graph as follows: We start from a component C and identify
the edges that stand for other components. Suppose that
edge [u, v] of C is indeed a triply connected component C$.
We can assume that we have embedded all triply connected
components so that u and v are on the outermost face of C$
mapped to [(0, 0), (0, 1)], while the whole Fa ry representa-
tion of C$ fits within the ((&1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (&1, 1))
rectangle. Furthermore, without loss of generality there
are positive constants a, b>0 such that edge [u, v] of C is
mapped to the segment [(0, 0), (0, a)] on the plane and
the image of no edge of C$ intersects the rectangle
((&b, 0), (b, 0), (b, 1), (&b, 1)) (we can achieve this by a
rotation). In fact, the constants a and b can be taken to be
rational numbers involving integers bounded by an
exponential in the number of nodes in C, as they are the
result of the solution of a system of that many linear equa-
tions. By scaling the coordinates of the images of the nodes
of C$ in the Fa ry representation of C$ by a and b, we can
embed C$ within this rectangle. (The case in which two or
more components are embedded in the same edge [u, v] is
handled similarly; the edges of the components adjacent to
u and v may have to be represented by two line segments.)
Once all components adjacent to C have been embedded,
we embed in them their adjacent components, and so on.
The key observation for achieving all this (seemingly
sequential) process in NC is that the graphs need not be
embedded sequentially, but that the linear coordinate trans-
formations that implement the embeddings can be com-
posed in NC. The numbers involved, each being the product
of polynomially many numbers, each with polynomially
many bits, are of polynomial size.
Finally, once a Fa ry representation of I has been
obtained, its nodes, edges, and faces can be labeled by the
UCIU, AND VIANUregions of I through the embedding correspondence. The
resulting instance I$ in POLY obviously has the same
invariant as I. K
The Thematic Mapping
Theorem 3.4 shows that from each instance I over Alg one
can build in polynomial time a ‘‘summary’’ TI which con-
tains exactly enough information needed to answer all
topological queries. The invariant is easily represented in
classical relational database, i.e., thematic, form. Rather
than doing this, we exhibit a variation which has a more
intuitive presentation and suggests the elements of a
topological data model, in the spirit of the PLA model. Let
Th be the relational database schema consisting of the
following relations (their intuitive meaning in relation to the
invariant is also described):
1. Regions, Vertices, Edges, Faces, and Exterior-face are
unary relations providing the region names, the cells of
dimension 0, 1, 2, and the exterior face.
2. Endpoints is a ternary relation providing endpoint(s)
for edges.
3. Face-Edges is a binary relation providing, for each
face (including the exterior cell), the edges on its boundary.
4. Region-faces is a binary relation providing, for each
region name, the set of faces it contains.
5. Orientation is a 4-ary relation coinciding with rela-
tion O in the invariant.
For each spatial instance I in Alg, it is now easy to construct
a relational instance thematic(I ) over schema Th. This is
illustrated next.
Example 3.6. Consider the spatial instance I in Fig. 1c.
The invariant TI is described in Examples 3.1 and 3.3. The
instance thematic(I ) is depicted in Fig. 9.
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESFIG. 9. Thematic instance forWe can now show:
Corollary 3.7.
(i) The mapping thematic from spatial database instan-
ces over Alg to relational instances over Th is computable in
polynomial time (and NC).
(ii) For all spatial instances I, J over Alg, such that
names(I )=names(J), I and J are topologically equivalent iff
thematic(I ) and thematic(J) are isomorphic by an
isomorphism which is the identity on names(I )=names(J).
(iii) For each recursive topological property { of spatial
instances over Alg there exists a recursive property
thematic({) of instances over Th, of complexity polynomially
related to that of {, such that for each spatial instance I over
Alg,
I <{ iff thematic(I ) < thematic({).
Proof. For instances I, J in Alg such that names(I)=
names(J), it is clear that TI is isomorphic to TJ iff
thematic(I ) is isomorphic to thematic(J) (both by
isomorphisms which are the identity on names(I )). This,
together with Theorem 3.4, shows (i) and (ii). Consider (iii).
The proof makes use of the fact that one can check in NC
whether an instance over Th is in the image of thematic
(Theorem 3.8). For some topological property { of algebraic
instances, let thematic({) be defined as follows. An instance
T over Th satisfies thematic({) if (a) it is in the image of
thematic, and (b) the spatial instance I in Poly such that
thematic(I )=T, constructed in NC from T as described in
Theorem 3.5, satisfies {. Since { is a topological property,
39IN SPATIAL DATABASESthe spatial instance in Fig. 1c.
thematic({) does not depend on the particular choice of I
and so is well defined. K
In summary, it should be clear from our discussion that
for a spatial instance I in Alg, TI and thematic(I ) are basi-
cally cosmetic variants of each other. Also, it is easy to
obtain thematic(I ) given TI , and conversely. The invariant
TI has the advantage of being closer to existing formalism
developed in the context of computational geometry (e.g.,
[KY85]) while thematic(I ) is closer to topological data
models. We note that, as a model for topological spatial
information, thematic(I ) can be viewed as an augmentation
of the PLA model of [Cor79] (see also descriptions in
[LT92, Par95]).
If topological invariants are to be used as a model for
topological spatial databases, it becomes important to
check whether a given instance over Th is in fact in the
image of the thematic mapping. Indeed, this functions as an
integrity constraint when updates are performed. Clearly,
not every instance over Th is a valid specification of a
topological invariant. There are obvious integrity con-
straints satisfied by every instance in the image of thematic.
For example, the instance must represent a graph, so ver-
tices and edges are disjoint sets and each edge has one or
two endpoints (which must be vertices). But there are also
more subtle constraints, such as the fact that Euler’s for-
mula must hold, that is, |Faces|=|Edges|& |Vertices|+2.
To fully characterize the instances over Th which describe
valid topological information, we characterize instances
which are invariants as labeled planar graphs. This will allow
us to show the following:
Theorem 3.8. It can be checked in NC whether an
instance over Th is the image of a spatial instance over Alg via
the thematic mapping.
Closely related to this result is an elegant characterization
provided independently in [KPV95] for a slightly different
thematic mapping.
We next present the characterization of topological
invariants as labeled planar graphs. This provides a purely
combinatorial (that is, with no recourse to geometry)
characterization of the invariants. Although the definition
of labeled planar graph is common knowledge among
researchers in algorithmic graph theory, we have been
unable to find a rigorous standard exposition.
The Topological Invariant as Labeled Planar Graph
In order to prove Theorem 3.8, consider an instance over
Th. We use the terms vertex, edge, face, and exterior face for
elements of relations Vertices, Edges, Faces, and Exterior-
face, respectively. We begin by identifying some very basic
40 PAPADIMITRIOU, Srequirements of every instance which is in the image of
thematic, which essentially ensure that the instance
represents a graph:(1) Vertices, Edges, Faces, and Regions are pairwise
disjoint and Exterior-face consists of a single element in
Faces. ?1 (Orientation) has two elements.
(2) ?1 (Endpoints )  Edges, ?2 (Endpoints )  Vertices,
?1(Face Edges)Faces, ?2(Face Edges)Edges, ?2(Region
& Faces )  Faces, ?1 (Orientation ) has two elements,
?2 (Orientation) = Vertices, ?3 (Orientation) _ ?4 (Orienta-
tion)  Edges.
(3) Every edge has one or two vertices as endpoints (as
specified by relation Endpoints).
Call an instance satisfying (1)(3) a candidate graph. A
candidate graph is connected if it is connected in the usual
sense.
Notice that nothing has been said so far about the mean-
ing of faces or of the orientation given in a candidate graph.
Recall that the orientation is supposed to provide, for each
vertex, the clockwise and counterclockwise orientation of its
incident edges. This yields the following additional require-
ment:
(4) For each ! # ?1 (Orientation) and v # Vertices,
?3, 4 (_1=!, 2=v (Orientation)) is a cyclic permutation of
edges.
For a graph satisfying (4), let us fix ! # ?1 (Orientation) and
denote by ?v the cyclic permutation ?3, 4 (_1=!, 2=v (Orienta-
tion)), for each vertex v. Intuitively, ?v is a clockwise (or
counterclockwise) arrangement of the edges incident upon v.
There is an important connection between faces and the
orientation of edges. If e, f are edges that share an endpoint
v and are on the boundary of a face, then e and f are con-
secutive with respect to ?v . This yields the next requirement
on the candidate graph:
(5) For each face f and edge e of f, there is a unique edge
e$ of f such that e and e$ share an endpoint v, and e, e$ are
consecutive edges (in this order) in ?v , and there is a unique
edge e" of f such that e" and e share an endpoint u, and e",
e are consecutive edges in ?u . That is to say, faces are sets of
closed paths.
Let us call a candidate graph satisfying (4)(5) an embedded
graph. Unfortunately, we are not quite done: there are em-
bedded graphs which are not invariants, because they cannot
be drawn in a planar fashion. For example, each such embedded
graph, provided it is connected, must satisfy Euler’s formula:
(6) |Faces|=|Edges|&|Vertices|+2.
A connected embedded graph satisfying (6) is called a con-
nected planar graph.
To generalize this to the case when the embedded graph
is not connected is not very hard, and we sketch one way
below. Intuitively, the connected components of the graph
UCIU, AND VIANUmust be embedded in some face of one another; this
‘‘embedded-in’’ relation is a tree. The faces of the overall
graph now contain the edges of the unbounded faces of the
graphs embedded in them. The unbounded face of the whole
graph is that of the root of the tree. Such an embedded
graph is called a planar graph.
The last point to be dealt with is the assignment of faces
to region names. We have to make sure that each region can
be embedded in the plane as a disc. This is done using the
notion of dual graph. The dual graph of a planar graph is a
graph with Faces as nodes and with two faces connected iff
they share an edge. For example, the dual graph of the
planar graph in Fig. 5 is the graph consisting of the cycle
[ f0 , f1 , f3 , f2]. The condition desired is now the following:
(7) For each X # Regions, let faces(X) be the set of faces
in X (provided by Region-faces). Then for each region name
X, (i) the restrictions of the dual graph to faces(X) and to
Facesfaces(X) are connected graphs, and (ii) f0  faces(X)
where f0 is the exterior face.
A planar graph satisfying (7) is called a labeled planar graph.
For example, it is easily seen that the structure over Th in
Fig. 9 is a labeled planar graph.
The following can now be shown:
Lemma 3.9. An instance over Th is an invariant iff it is a
labeled planar graph.
Checking that a graph (an instance over Th) is a labeled
planar graph can be done in NC, since it only involves only
arithmetic and variants of graph connectivity.
This observation, together with Lemma 3.9, yields
Theorem 3.8.
4. REGION-BASED LANGUAGES
Recent work on constraint query languages [KKR90,
GS94, GST94, Par+95, BDLW98] has focused on
languages which have finitely specified regions as inputs and
whose variables range over reals andor points. Here we
investigate query languages for which both data and
variables range over regions. These languages can be viewed
as natural closures of the four-intersection relationships
under first-order operators. The various languages we con-
sider have the same syntax, but vary in the set of regions
over which their quantifiers range; this yields in effect a
family of region-based languages.
The syntax uses region variables p, r, ..., name variables
a, b, c, ..., and name constants A, B, ... from Names. A name
expression is either a (a name variable) or A from Names.
Region expressions are either a region variable or ext(a) for
a a name expression. Atoms are expressions a=b with a, b
name expressions, or relationship ( p, q) where relationship is
one of the four-intersection relationships, and p, q are
region expressions. The boolean connectives and quantifiers
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESare standard. We will drop the ext(&) notation whenever
it is clear from the context; e.g., we will write _p . in-
side( p, A) 7 inside( p, B) 7 inside( p, C) for the query testingwhether A & B & C{<, instead of the official _p . in-
side( p, ext(A)) 7 inside( p, ext(B)) 7 inside( p, ext(C)). For
a given database instance I, the name variables range over
names(I ) (which is a finite set). The region variables range
over an infinite set of regions, independent of I, consisting of
all regions of a certain type. Each of the languages we
consider is parameterized by both the type of regions
over which region variables range and the type of the
input regions as follows: FO(Region, Region$) denotes the
language where region variables range over Region and
inputs are of type Region$. We always assume Region to be
a basis of open sets5 for the topology on R2.
We shall denote by FOG(Region, Region$) the subset
of queries expressible in FO(Region, Region$) which are
G-generic relative to Region$.
We note that the languages FO(Region, Region$) can
be assumed to only use the four-intersection relationship
disjoint or, equivalently, its negation connect(r, r$) =def
cdisjoint(r, r$), which is topologically equivalent to r &
r ${< (r is the topological closure of r). Indeed, first observe
that rr$ is expressed as \r". (connect(r, r")Oconnect(r$, r")).
We have overlap(r, r$)=_r". (r"r 7 r"r$) 7 c(rr$)
7 c(r$r), meet(r, r$)=connect(r, r$) 7 coverlap(r, r$)
7c(rr$) 7c(r$r), etc. Note that rr$ & r" can be ex-
pressed as rr 7 rr" and that rr$ _ r" can be expressed
as \q .connect(r, q) O connect(r$, q) 6 connect(r", q).
Example 4.1. We illustrate FO(Region, Region$), where
Region can be any of Rect, Rect*, Poly, Alg, Disc. Consider
the two database instances I, I$ in Figs. 1a and 1b.The following
query . separates them, in the sense that I < . but
I$ <% . : .=_r . (rA & B & C).
Example 4.2. We can test in FO(Region, Region$)
whether a set is topologically connected, provided that we
restrict Region to Rect*, Poly, Alg, Disc (i.e., it cannot be
Rect). Consider the two instances in Figs. 1c and 1d: they
are separated by \r .\r$ . (r _ r$A & B O _r". (r"A & B7
connect(r", r) 7 connect(r", r$))). Next consider the instances
I, I$ in Fig. 7b: they are separated by the query _r ._r$ .
path(A, r, B) 7 path(C, r$, D) 7 r & r$=<. Here and in what
follows we will use the ambiguous notation path(A, r, B) to
mean that ‘‘r is a path from A to B without touching the
other regions,’’ in our case: connect(A, r) 7 connect(B, r) 7
cconnect(C, r) 7 cconnect(D, r). Finally, consider the
instances I, I$ in Fig. 7a. They are separated by the following
query:
c(_r ._r$ ._r". path(A, r, D) 7 path(B, r$, E)
41IN SPATIAL DATABASES7 path(C, r", F ) 7 disjoint(r, r$, r"))
5 That means that every r # Region is open, and for every open set sR2
and every point x # s, there exists r # Region s.t. x # rs.
iFIG. 10. Groups with respect to which var
Consider a group G of permutations of the space. When-
ever both Region and Region$ are invariant under G, all
queries expressed in FO(Region, Region$) are G-generic. It
follows that the languages FO(Region, Disc) are generic
with respect to the groups shown in Fig. 10. Interestingly,
even if Region and Region$ are not G-invariant, queries in
FO(Region, Region$) may be G-generic (relative to Region$).
Indeed, using a straightforward variant of the Ehren-
feuchtFraisse games for FO and Theorem 3.4 we prove:
Proposition 4.3. All queries expressible in FO(Alg,
Alg) and FO(Poly, Poly) are H-generic.
Proof. We sketch the proof for FO(Alg, Alg); the one
for FO(Poly, Poly) is similar. Given two homeomorphic
instances I, J in Alg, we have to show that
I < .  J < . (2)
for any formula . in FO(Alg, Alg).
We define an EhrenfeuchtFraisse game with unbounded
number of moves, which is played on two homeomorphic
instances I, J in Alg. As usual, the game is played by two
players, Spoiler and Duplicator. In the first move, Spoiler
augments one of the instances, say I, with an additional
region I1 in Alg, and Duplicator responds by augmenting J
with a new region J1 in Alg. This is repeated, with Spoiler
choosing again one of the instances and Duplicator re-
sponding in the opposite instance. Let I1 , ..., Ik be the
regions added to I after k moves, and J1 , ..., Jk be those
added to J. A round of the game consists of a sequence of
pairs [(Ii , Ji)]1ik as above. The Duplicator wins the
round [(Ii , Ji)]1ik if I augmented with I1 , ..., Ik and J
augmented with J1 , ..., Jk are isomorphic as finite, first-
order structures: this amounts to connect(Im , In)  connect
(Jm , Jn), for m, n=1, k. The Duplicator has a winning
strategy if he can win any round k of any game, no matter
how Spoiler plays. Let us denote by IrJ the fact that
Duplicator has a winning strategy on I and J. The following
can now be shown for I and J in Alg:
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for Alg, and * for disc.ous languages FO(Region, Disc) are generic.
(-) if IrJ then I#FO(Alg, Alg) J ;
() if I and J are topologically equivalent then IrJ.
Note that the proposition follows from, (-) and (). The
proof of (-) is as for classical games. We sketch a proof for
(). We show that the duplicator has a winning strategy in
a harder game, namely in which he is required to make
I1 , ..., Ik homeomorphic to J1 , ..., Jk , for every k>0. We
have to show that Duplicator can maintain indefinitely the
homeomorphism between the constructed instances, no
matter how Spoiler plays. Suppose I$, J$ extending I, J
have been constructed and are homeomorphic by some
homeomorphism *, and suppose Spoiler augments I$ with Ik
(in Alg), yielding I". Clearly, J$ augmented with *(Ik) is
homeomorphic to I". Unfortunately, Duplicator cannot
simply choose .(Ik), since this region is not necessarily in
Alg (we only know it is a disc). However, it is easily seen
that there exists a Jk in Alg (and even in Poly) such that J$
augmented with Jk is homeomorphic to I". Intuitively, Jk is
obtained by approximating the boundary of .(Ik) with a
polygon closely enough that it generates the same topologi-
cal invariant as .(Ik) (we omit the details). K
Relative Expressiveness
With some exceptions, the languages FO(Region,
Region$) are incomparable. The following theorem summa-
rizes their relationships when inputs range over Alg and
Disc. This is mainly due to the different nontopological
queries they express: by restricting ourselves to topological
queries we obtain a nice hierarchy, which justifies in part
their choice in this paper.
Theorem 4.4. The relationships of Fig. 11 hold between
the various languages FO(Region, Region$), for Region$ #
[Alg, Disc]. Moreover:
FOH (Rect, Alg)/FOH (Rect*, Alg)=FOH (Poly, Alg)
=FOH (Alg, Alg)/FOH (Disc, Alg).
UCIU, AND VIANUfor Region$ # [Alg, Disc] : * denotes ‘‘incomparable.’’ The last entry is /
Proof (sketch). To prove most of the incomparability
results, consider, for some language FO(Region, Disc), the
query QRegion=(_r .r=A), stating that input region A is in
Region. To prove that FO(Region, Disc)3 FO(Region$,
Disc), it suffices to check in Fig. 4 that Region is not
invariant under the group G associated to FO(Region$,
Disc) in Fig. 10. This proves all * entries except the third
entry in the third column and those in the last column, and
proves the  relationships for the last column. We use the
complexity-theoretic arguments of Theorem 6.1 to prove
the $3 relationships of the first and last column. The third *
entry in the third column is proven by a standard game-
theoretic argument. Finally FO(Rect, Disc)FO(Rect*,
Disc) follows from the following fact:
(-) FO(Rect*, Rect*)
can express the query ‘‘is r a rectangle?’’
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESFIG. 12. (a) How to encode a set X of three disjoint rectangles (black)
of three nondisjoint rectangles as two sets X1 , X2 of disjoint rectangles and a
in Rect* (not shown). Each r is uniquely determined by two rectangles r1 # X
by specifying three rectangles B1 , B2 , B which are bounding boxes for X1 , XTo prove (-), let
edge(r, r$) =def meet(r, r$)
7 _r" . (overlap(r, r") 7 overlap(r$, r"))
be the predicate testing whether r, r$ meet and have at least
a nonzero length portion of an edge in common (meet(r, r$)
only ensures that r & r {< and r & r=<, so r and r$ may
touch at a corner). Next, let corner(r, r$) =def meet(r, r$) 7
cedge(r, r$). Then some r # Rect* is a rectangle when ‘‘it
has exactly four corners,’’ i.e., when there exist four pairwise
disjoint regions r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 cornering r, but there do not
exist five such regions. K
As an aside, the relationship between FO(Rect, Region$)
and FO (Rect*, Region$ ) is further illuminated by the
following result. We define the second-order query language
SO(Rect, Region$) by extending FO(Rect, Region$) as
43IN SPATIAL DATABASESas an intersection r1 & r2 , with r1 , r2 # Rect*. (b) How to encode a set X
‘‘correspondence’’ C: hereC is represented as the intersection of two regions
1 , r2 # X2 in ‘‘correspondence.’’ The choice between r and its mirror is made
2 , and X, respectively (not shown), and requiring that rB.
follows. The language uses second-order variables
X, Y, Z, ..., and atoms r # X, where r is a region variable.
Both _X and \X quantifiers over the second-order variables
are allowed. The meaning is that the second-order variables
range over finite sets of regions in Rect. A common query
in SO(Rect, Region$) is chain(X), testing whether X=
[r1 , r2 , ..., rn] is such that connect(ri , ri+1), i=1, n&1 and
c(connect(ri , rj)) for |i& j |>1. Namely we express chain(X)
as _r1 ._rn . (r1 # X7 rn # X 7 ), where  asserts that any
other r # X different from r1 , rn is connected to exactly two
regions in X, while r1 , rn are each connected to exactly one
region in X.
Proposition 4.5. The following holds:
SO(Rect, Region$)=FO(Rect*, Region$).
Proof. The above result is quite intuitive, since quantify-
ing over regions in Rect* is, in some sense, quantifying over
sets of regions in Rect. But there are subtle technical dif-
ferences between the two languages, since an arbitrary finite
set X of rectangles does not correspond immediately to a
region in Rect* ( X may be disconnected, or may have
holes). We sketch the proof below.
For FO(Rect*, Region$)SO(Rect, Region$), let . be a
formula in FO(Rect*, Region$). We replace each quantifier
_r in . (where r ranges over Rect*) with _X . isDisc(X),
and replace every subformula connect(r, ...) with _r$ # X .
connect(r$, ...). Here isDisc(X) tests whether  X is in Disc,
i.e., is topologically connected and has no holes. We can test
connectedness, because we can quantify over chains, see
above. Testing whether  X has no holes amounts to testing
whether its complement is connected.
For the converse, SO(Rect, Region$)FO(Rect*,
Region$), we have to replace first-order quantifiers _r0 over
Rect with quantifiers over Rect*, and second-order quanti-
fiers _X over finite sets or regions in Rect with quantifiers
over Rect*. The first part is simple, because we can express
isRect(r) in FO(Rect*, Region$); see the proof of Theorem
4.4. To see the difficulties for the second-order quantifier,
not that even when  X is a disc, r= X does not capture
accurately the information held by X, because there may be
several ways to decompose r into a union of rectangles. The
first idea is to represent X as the intersection of two regions
r1 , r2 # Rect*: this works if all rectangles in X are disjoint,
as illustrated in Fig. 12a. So assuming all rectangles in X to
be disjoint, we can replace the quantifier _X with _r1 _r2 ,
and the atomic formulas r # X with isRect(r) 7 rr1 7 r
r2 7 ‘‘r is maximal such.’’ So it suffices to observe that an
arbitrary set X of rectangles can be encoded in terms of two
sets X1 , X2 of disjoint rectangles, an a set C of correspondences;
44 PAPADIMITRIOU, Ssee Fig. 12b. Here X, X1 , X2 all have the same number of
rectangles: n. The set C defines a bijection between the rect-
angles in X1 and those in X2 : it consists of n disjoint chains,each connecting some r1 # X1 with some r2 # X2 . We do not
have to express C in SO(Rect, Region$), but rather in
FO(Rect*, Region$), as the intersection of two regions in
Rect*. The idea is that each rectangle r # X can be uniquely
identified in FO(Rect*, Region$) from its two corresponding
rectangles r1 # X1 , r2 # X2 , as having r1 , r2 as ‘‘cartesian
coordinates’’; see Fig. 12b. There is a single remaining twist
here: r has a mirror image having the same cartesian coor-
dinates r1 , r2 , so it is not uniquely identifiable. To distinguish
it from its mirror image, we define bounding boxes q, q1 , q2
for X, X1 , X2 , such that q1 , q2 are the cartesian coordinates
of q, require that the mirror image of q be disjoint from q,
and finally require for all rectangles r # X, to satisfy rq.
We leave the details to the reader. K
5. COMPLETENESS
As promised, we will show that the closure of the
four-intersection relationships under appropriate logical
operators is, in some sense, complete. We present two types
of results: first, we aim for ‘‘absolute’’ completeness by
showing how all topological properties of inputs over Alg
can be expressed in languages based on the four-intersection
relationships. Second, we look at ‘‘relative’’ completeness
result that take as their reference a point-based spatial
language: here we show that FO(Rect, Disc) expresses
precisely the same topological properties as those definable
in the point-based language.
Absolute Completeness
We have seen that the pairwise four-intersection rela-
tionships between pairs of regions in an instance are not suf-
ficient to determine the input up to homeomorphism (see
Fig. 1). However, the information provided by their first-
order closure, in the style of our region-based languages, is
sufficient. The proofs use the topological invariants discussed
at length in Section 3. This works for inputs in Alg, but not
for general inputs in Disc. The restriction to semi-algebraic
regions is needed because, as discussed in Section 3, every
database instance in Alg has a topological invariant
expressible as a finite structure. For database instances in
Disc the corresponding structure may be infinite.
Let #FO(Region, Alg) be the equivalence relation on spatial
instances over Alg defined as follows: I#FO(Region, Alg) J iff I
and J cannot be distinguished by sentences in FO(Region,
Alg). Also, let I#H J denote the fact that I, J are H-equiv-
alent. We will make use of the following key definability
result:
Proposition 5.1. Each H-equivalence class of spatial
instances over Alg is definable by a sentence in any of the
UCIU, AND VIANUlanguages FO(Rect*Disc, Alg).
Proof. For each instance I over Alg we construct a sen-
tence .I that tests whether the topological invariant of
an instance I$ is isomorphic to TI . Then .I defines the
H-equivalence class of I. First, .I checks if names(I$)=
names(I ) = [R1 , ..., Rn] :.I=_a1 , ..., an . (1in ai = Ri) 7
\a . (1in a=Ri) 7 . Next,  checks whether a1 , ..., an
satisfy precisely the same topological relationships as dictated
by TI . For this, we start by picking a region rv for each cell
Rv , v # V : =_r1 , ..., r |V| .|. Here, the problem is that zero-
and one-dimensional cells Rv are not regions; hence we cannot
refer to them in the language FO(Region, Alg). Instead, in 
we quantify over regions rv and state their relationship to
the cells Rv in |. Namely | ‘‘says’’ that the regions rv are dis-
joint, that they are in one-to-one correspondence with the
cells Rv in TI , and that their topological relationships are
those of TI . We explain next the one-to-one correspondence
and how to express it in |. For two-dimensional cells Rv ,
the correspondence is rv Rv ; for one-dimensional cells it is
rv & Rv {<, while for vertices, it is simply Rv # rv . To state
that correspondence in |, recall that TI has a labeling
component l : V  3I, assigning to each v a label
l(v): names(I )  [o, , &]: we will identify names(I ) with
[a1 , ..., an]. We illustrate how | expresses the corre-
spondence for zero-dimensional cells v: one- and two-
dimensional cells are treated similarly. Here | states over-
lap(rv , ai) for every ai s.t. l(v)(ai)=, rv ai for every ai s.t.
l(v)(ai)=o, and disjoint(rv , ai) for every ai s.t. l(v)(a i)=&.
Note that if l(v)=l(v$) then | imposes the same conditions
on rv and rv$ . Since, in addition, | states that the rv’s are
disjoint, this ensures a one-to-many correspondence from
the rv ’s (associated to zero-dimensional cells) to the Rv ’s:
we force it to become one-to-one by imposing for any v # V
that, for any other region r satisfying the same conditions
as rv , r must overlap with one of the regions rv , rv$ , rv" , ...
having the same label as v (i.e., l(v)=l(v$) overlap(r, rv$)).
Finally, | checks, one by one, all relationships in TI . First,
it checks that f0 is the exterior face: _r .a1 r 7 } } } 7 an 
r 7 c(connect(r, rf0)). Next check the adjacency rela-
tionships in E. For an edgeface pair (e, f ) # E, check
_r . path(re , r, rf), where path is in the spirit of Example 4.1:
here it checks that r is connected to both re and rf , that it lies
entirely in the regions ai for which the label of f is
l( f )(ai)=o, and that it is disjoint from all regions ai for
which l( f )(ai)=&. For a vertexedge pair (v, e) # E and
vertexface pair (v, f ) # E we proceed similarly, with minor
variations. Finally, we check the orientations enforced by
TI , using the idea in Example 4.1 to separate the instances
in Fig. 7a. Note that we use in an essential way the fact that
each of the languages FO(Region, Alg) considered can
express the fact that a region is topologically connected. K
We can now show the following central result:
Theorem 5.2. For every pair of instances I, J over Alg
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESand Region # [Alg, Disc],
I#H J iff I#FO(Region, Alg) J.The ‘‘if ’’ part of the theorem follows from Proposition 5.1,
and the ‘‘only if ’’ part from Proposition 4.3.
For Region # [Rect, Rect*, Poly] only the ‘‘if ’’ part of the
equivalence holds, but not the ‘‘only if ’’ part, because these
languages can express properties which are not H-generic.
Thus, we have:
Proposition 5.3. For Region # [Rect, Rect*, Poly], and
inputs I, J in Alg,
I#FO(Region, Alg) J O I#H J.
Proof. The statement for Rect*, Poly follows again from
Proposition 5.1. For Rect, a direct proof is used: for every
pair of instances I, J over Alg which are not H-equivalent,
we construct a sentence _I, J # FO(Rect, Alg) that separates
them. This is done as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, up to
the existential quantifiers for rv , v # V. The only part we can-
not express in FO(Rect, Alg) is _r . path(re , r, rf), which
asserts that some region r connects re with rf , and lies
entirely within certain of the input regions R1 , ..., Rn . But
for a particular input I, we can replace each such r with a
fixed number of rectangles: _r1 } } } _rp . path(re , r1 , r2) 7
path(r2 , r3 , r4) 7 } } } 7 path(rp&1 , rp , rf), where p depends
on the instance I. K
The question of finding a language expressing precisely
the topological properties of instances over Alg has been
open [Par95]. Theorem 5.2 suggests both FO(Disc, Alg)
and FO(Alg, Alg) as likely candidates. However, they
clearly cannot suffice, since there are uncountably many
topological properties of inputs in Alg, but only countably
many sentences in these languages. The required topological
language is obtained by augmenting FO(Disc, Alg) or
FO(Alg, Alg) with infinitary (countable) disjunction. Of
course, this language is noneffective, as it must express non-
effective topological properties (as a matter of fact, even
FO(Disc, Alg) and FO(Alg, Alg) alone are noneffective; see
Theorem 6.1).
If F is a countable set of sentences, F denotes the
infinitary disjunction of sentences in F. Let FO(Region,
Alg) be the set of infinitary formulas F, where F is a set
of FO(Region, Alg) sentences.
Theorem 5.4. A property of spatial instances over Alg is
a topological property iff it is expressible in FO(Region,
Alg), for Region # [Alg, Disc].
Proof. All queries FO(Region, Alg) are topologically
invariant, by Proposition 4.3. For the converse, let { be a
topological property of instances, i.e., a union of classes of
topologically equivalent instances. Recall that, by Proposi-
tion 5.1, each class e of topologically equivalent instances
45IN SPATIAL DATABASESis definable by a sentence _e in FO(Region, Alg). Let F
consist of all sentences _e for which e{. Clearly, F
defines {. K
Similarly to Proposition 5.3, we have:
Proposition 5.5. Every topological property of spatial
instances over Alg is expressible in
 FO(Region, Alg),
where Region # [Rect*, Poly].
In Proposition 5.5 only one direction of the implication
holds, because the languages can express nontopological
properties. For Rect, all topological properties can be
expressed in FO(Rect, Alg) augmented with both infinitary
disjunctions and conjunctions.
Note that there is an appealing analogy with classical
infinitary logic (first-order logic closed under infinitary dis-
junction and conjunction [BF85]), which can define all
properties of finite structures which are invariant under
isomorphisms.
Now suppose we are interested in computable topological
properties. The following refines Theorem 5.4 and Proposi-
tion 5.5. Region can be any of [Disc, Alg, Poly, Rect*].
Theorem 5.6. For each recursive topological property {
of instances over Alg there exists a recursive set F of
FO(Region, Alg) sentences such that F defines {;
moreover, there exists a mapping f from instances over Alg to
FO(Region, Alg) computable in polynomial time, such that
for each instance I over Alg, I < f (I ), and I < { iff f (I ) # F.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 5.1, for each I
in Alg one can construct in polynomial time a sentence _TI
in FO(Region, Alg), defining the equivalence class of I. Let
the mapping f be defined by f (I )=_TI ; clearly, f is com-
putable in polynomial time and I < f (I ). Let { be a recur-
sive topological property and F consist of the sentences _TI
where I < {. By definition, for every I in Alg, I < { iff
f (I ) # F. Finally, since { is recursive, F is recursive: to check
if _ is in F, first verify that _=_Ti for some invariant TI ,
and if so reconstruct TI (an examination of the construction
in Proposition 5.1 shows that this reverse engineering can
indeed be achieved). Next, use Theorem 3.5 to construct
from TI an instance I$ in Poly such that TI=TI$ , and check
that I$ < {. K
This provides an interesting normal form for computable
topological queries. It says that the purely spatial informa-
tion needed to answer the query can be extracted from the
input at some bounded complexity cost (polynomial time);
beyond this, the complexity is due to the logical complexity
of the query (the complexity of deciding membership in F),
independent of the input. Once again, there is an analogy
with results within the realm of finite structures. A normal
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The question of checking a computable property of finite
structures expressible in Lk| (infinitary logic with kvariables [Ba77]) is reduced in polynomial time to check-
ing membership of a sentence in a particular recursive set of
FOk sentences.6
Relative Completeness
Most of the languages previously proposed for spatial
databases, including constraint query languages [KKR90,
GS94, GST94, Par+95, BDLW98], use variables ranging
over numbers (reals or rationals) or over points. These
languages may express nontopological properties. Perhaps
surprisingly, we show here that one such point-based
language, with data complexity NC, expresses precisely
the same topological properties as FO(Rect, Alg). This
result, proving essentially the equivalence of a point-based
language with a region-based language, is somewhat similar
to what is done in temporal databases, where languages
with temporal predicates are measured against temporal
first-order logic that explicitly manipulates temporal
variables.
There seem to be two alternative candidates as analogs of
first-order temporal logic to the spatial domain: (i) a logic
talking about real values and about points as pairs of real
values, or (ii) a logic talking explicitly about points in R2
using point variables. We consider both alternatives,
and prove an elegant semantic connection between them,
before proceeding with the comparison with region-based
languages.
We begin with alternative (i). As before, an input is a spa-
tial instance. Since we must talk about real values as well as
regions in the input, we need a two-sorted logic. There are
region variables a, b, c, ... ranging over names of regions in
the input, and variables x, y, z, ... ranging over real values.
The atoms are of the form a(x, y), a=A, x< y, where x, y
are real variables, a is a region variable, and A # Names.
Boolean operators and quantifiers are standard, with real
variables ranging over R and name variables ranging
over the finite set names(I ). This language is denoted
FO(R, <, Region), if the inputs are restricted to regions of
type Region. It is similar to the dense linear-order constraint
languages of [GS94, GS95, KG94] but works with R
instead of Q.
For (ii), we use explicit point variables. Instead of the
order <, we use two order relations <x and <y with the
following meaning: p<x q iff the x-coordinate of p < the
x-coordinate of q, and similarly for <y . The atoms are
a( p), a=A, p<x q, p<y q, where p, q are point variables, a
is a region variable, and A # Names. The boolean connec-
tives and quantifiers are standard, with point variables
2, and region variables
UCIU, AND VIANUranging over the set P of points in R
ranging over the names of regions in the input. This
6 FOk is first order with k variables.
language is denoted FO(P, <x , <y , Region), where Region
designates the type of regions to which inputs are restricted.
It is known that both of the above logics define com-
putable queries with data complexity NC, when inputs are
restricted to Alg. This follows from results of [KKR90].
What is the connection between FO(R, <, Disc) and
FO(P, <x , <y , Disc)? Clearly, FO(R, <, Disc) subsumes
FO(P, <x , <y , Disc) and can express queries which
FO(P, <x , <y , Disc) cannot, such as ‘‘does region A inter-
sect the diagonal?’’ as _x .A(x, x). To pinpoint the difference
between them, we will consider the groups of isomorphisms
with respect to which each language is generic: FO(P, <x ,
<y , Disc) is generic with respect to the group of monotone
isomorphisms, M=[* | *((x, y) )=(\1 (x), \2 ( y))] with
\1 , \2 : R  R bijective and increasing, while FO(R, <,
Disc) is generic only with respect to the subgroup
M0=[* | *((x, y) )=(\(x), \( y))], with \ bijective and
increasing. It turns out that FO(R, <x , <y , Disc) expresses
precisely those queries in FO(R, <, Disc) that are
M-generic. Note that in many applications the origin is
chosen arbitrarily, in which case one would only be inter-
ested in M-generic queries. We have:
Proposition 5.7.
FOM (R, <, Disc)=FO(P, <x , <y , Disc).
Proof. The inclusion FO(R, <x , <y , Disc)FOM (R,
<, Disc) is straightforward: every query in FO(R, <x , <y ,
Disc) can be translated into one in FO(R, <, Disc) and is
obviously M-generic. For the converse, given . # FO(R, <,
Disc), the main idea of the construction of  # FO(P, <x ,
<y , Disc) from . is to ‘‘simulate’’ each real variable zi used
in . with two point variables, pi , qi . Intuitively, pi plays the
role of the point (zi , 0) and qi that of the point (0, zi).
However, this cannot be literally enforced, since FO(P, <x ,
<y , Disc) cannot state that the x-coordinate of a point ( pi)
equals the y-coordinate of another point (qi). Getting
around this obstacle will require us to use the M-genericity
of .. The idea is to use this property and the fact that I is
bounded and move I to the quadrant [(x, y) | x>0,
y<0]; that is, \a # names(I ) .\x, y # R .a(x, y) O x>0 7
y<0: we will assume from now on that I satisfies this property.
Then, we will match the positive z i ’s with the points pi and
the negative zi ’s with the points qi . More precisely, let
Z1 , ..., Zn # R and P0=Q0 =
def (0, 0) , P1 , Q1 , ..., Pn , Qn # P
(we will denote numbers and points with capital letters, to
distinguish them from variables). We say that they are
related, in notation related (Z , P , Q ), if the following holds.
We denote Z0 =
def 0:
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESv The points P0 , P1 , ..., Pn are on the same Ox-axis
Pi=y Pj , i, j=0, n. Similarly, Q0 , ..., Qn are on the same
Oy-axis, Qi=xQj , for all i, j=0, n.v The order of P0 , P1 , ..., Pn is the same as that of
Q0 , Q1 , ..., Qn and the same as that of Z0 , ..., Zn ; that is,
Zi<Zj  Pi<x Pj  Qi<y Qj \i, j=0, n
Zi>Zj  Pi> x Pj  Qi> y Qj \i, j=0, n
v For every i=0, n, if Zi0 then Pi=(Zi , 0) , and if
Zi0 then Qi=(0, Zi) . In particular P0=Q0=(0, 0) ,
since Z0=0.
We formally prove the following property by structural
induction on formulas . # FO(R, <, Disc). Let .(z ) be such
a formula, where z =z1 , ..., zn are its free variables ranging
over real numbers (the variables ranging over region names
are not shown). We show that there exists a formula ( p , q )
in FO(P, <x , <y , Disc), with 2(n+1) free variables p =
p0 , ..., pn , q =q0 , ..., qn ranging over points such that for
any instance I (included in the lower right quadrant) the
following holds, whenever related(Z , P , Q ):
I < .(Z )  I < (P , Q ). (3)
The region-valued free variables a of  are the same as those
of . (and not shown). Note that this proves the statement of
the theorem: it suffices to take n=0 and observe that I < .
iff I < _p0 ._q0 . ( p0=q0 7 ). We construct  by structural
induction on .:
v When . is a=A, we take  also to be a=A.
v When . is zi<zj , we take  to be pi<x pj (no condi-
tions are necessary on qi , qj).
v When . is a(zi , zj), we define  to be
_r . (r=x pi 7 r=y qj 7 a(r)).
To prove (3) we note that if Pi=(X, 0) and Qj=(0, Y)
then R=(X, Y) is the unique point satisfying r=x pi 7
r=y qj . Hence condition (3) becomes
I < a(Zi , Zj)  I < a(X, Y).
For the implication O note that when I < a(Zi , Zj) then
Zi>0 and Zj<0. Hence X=Zi and Y=Zj . Similarly for
the converse.
v For . of one of the forms c.1 , .1 7 .2 , or .1 6 .2
we first construct 1 and 2 , then take  to be one of
c1 , 1 7 2 , or 1 6 2 .
v For . of the form _a ..1 , where a is a variable ranging
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v For . of the form _zn+1 ..1 (z1 , ..., zn+1), we first con-
struct 1 ( p1 , q1 , ..., pn+1 , qn+1), then define  to be
_pn+1 ._qn+1 . (sameorder( p0 , pn+1 , q0 , qn+1) 7 } } }
7 sameorder( pn , pn+1 , qn , qn+1) 7 1).
Here sameorder( p, p$, q, q$) asserts that (1) p, p$ have the
same y-coordinates, while q, q$ have the same x-coor-
dinates, and (2) the x-coordinates of p and p$ are in the same
order as the y-coordinates of q, q$:
p=y p$ 7 q=x q$ 7 ( p<x p$  q<y q$)
7 ( p> x p$  q> y q$).
We prove condition (3). We start with the direction O :
since I < _zn+1 ..1 (Z1 , ..., Zn), there exists some Zn+1 # R
such that I < .1 (Z ), with Z =(Z1 , ..., Zn+1). Now we con-
sider two cases. When Zn+10, we define Pn+1 exactly;
namely we take it to be (Zn+1 , 0), and let Qn+1 ‘‘float:’’
namely Qn+1 can be any point on the Oy-axis such that
Q0 , Q1 , ..., Qn are in the same order as 0, Z1 , ..., Zn+1 (it is
always possible to pick such a Qn+1 because 0, Z1 , ..., Zn
and Q0 , Q1 , ..., Qn already were in the same order).
Otherwise, when Zn+1<0, we pick Qn+1 exactly (namely
(0, Zn+1) ) and let Pn+1 ‘‘float.’’ In both cases we end up
with vectors Z , P , Q s.t. related(Z , P , Q ). By induction
hypothesis we get I < 1 (Z , P ). Since obviously Z , Q
satisfy  i=0, n sameorder( pi , pn+1 , qi , qn+1) we conclude
that I < (P0 , ..., Pn , Q0 , ..., Qn). Now we prove the con-
verse direction, o . Since I < (P0 , ..., Pn , Q0 , ..., Qn), there
exist points Pn+1 , Qn+1 of the form Pn+1=(X, 0) ,
Qn+1=(0, Y) , respectively, and in the ‘‘right order’’ with
the other points, s.t. I < 1 (P , Q ). We notice that
X>0  Y>0, because of sameorder(P0 , Pn+1 , Q0 , Qn+1),
and similarly X<0  Y<0. Hence we distinguish three
cases. When X>0, Y>0 we define Zn+1 =
def X, when
X=Y=0 we define Zn+1 =
def 0, and when X<0 we define
Zn+1 =
def Y. In all cases we have related(Z , P , Q ); hence, by
induction hypothesis I < .1 (Z ). This implies I <
.(Z1 , ..., Zn).
v For . of the form \z ..1 , we rewrite it into
c(_z . (c.1)), then apply the previous cases. K
Note that, as a consequence of Proposition 5.7, FO(R, <,
Disc) and FO(P, <x , <y , Disc) express the same set of
topological queries and the same set of S-generic queries.
We next show the connection between FO(P, <x , <y ,
Disc) and FO(Rect, Disc). It is easy to see that FO(Rect,
Disc)/FO(P, <x , <y , Disc). We can show the following,
which provides the promised relative completeness result.
Recall that FO(Rect, Disc) queries are S-generic, but not
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the set of S-generic queries expressible in FO(P, <x ,
<y , Disc).edge(r, r$)#meet(r, r$) 7
_r" . (overlap(r, r") 7 overlap(r$, r"))
(a)
corner(r, r$)#meet(r, r$) 7 c(edge(r, r$))
(b)
oneedge(r, r$)#edge(r, r$) 7
(_q ._q$ . (edge(r, q) 7 edge(r, q$)
7 edge(r$, q) 7 edge(r$, q$)
7 c(connect(q, q$))))
(c)
Four rectangles define a coordinate system.
(d)
FIG. 13. Illustrations for the proof of Theorem 5.8.
Theorem 5.8. FO(Rect, Disc)=FOS (P, <x , <y , Disc).
In particular,
FO(Rect, Disc) and FO(P, <x , <y , Disc)
express precisely the same topological properties.
Proof (sketch). One direction is easy: every query in
FO(Rect, Disc) can be expressed in FO(P, <x , <y , Disc) by
simply replacing every rectangle variable r with two point
variables, representing two opposite corners of r. For the
other direction we have to talk about points in a language
in which we only have rectangles. First recall from the proof
of the Theorem 4.4 that FO(Rect, Disc) can express the
predicates edge(r, r$), meaning that the rectangles r, r$ meet
at an edge, and corner(r, r$), meaning that r, r$ meet at a cor-
ner only; see Fig. 13. Next, define oneedge(r, r$) to mean
that r, r$ meet and share a complete edge (including two cor-
ners). Then every query in FOS (P, <x , <y , Disc) is trans-
lated into a query which starts as follows: _r1 , r2 , r3 ,
r4 .oneedge(r1 , r2)7oneedge(r2 , r3) 7 oneedge(r3 , r4)7
oneedge(r4r1) 7 } } } . Here r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 serves as a system
of coordinates. We leave out the remaining lengthly but
straightforward details of the translation. Finally, note that
we have no control over how the rectangles r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 are
chosen, but the fact that the query is S-generic guarantees
that this does not matter. K
6. DECIDABILITY AND COMPLEXITY
Effective evaluation of queries in the region-based
languages only makes sense when inputs are finitely
specified. Among the classes of regions we considered, Rect,
7 These are the
UCIU, AND VIANURect*, Poly, and Alg can be finitely specified.
input classes we shall consider in this section (quantifiers
7 For Rect, Rect* we restrict inputs to rational coordinates.
can again range over any class, finitely specifiable or not).
Once we have finitely specified inputs, the notions of
decidable query and of the data and query complexity of a
query are standard. In particular, data complexity is with
respect to the size of a standard encoding of an input I,
which combines two factors: the size of names(I ) and the
size of the specifications of the regions in names(I ). These
components are to some extent orthogonal, and it is some-
times useful to consider them separately (this is done, for
example, in Theorem 6.1).
We start with undecidability results. To succinctly state
our results we shall use expressions such as FO(Rect*&
Disc, Rect*&Alg) to denote, in this example, all classes of
first-order queries whose quantification range is between
Rect* and Disc (that is, Rect*, Poly, Alg, or Disc) and
whose input domain is between Rect* and Alg (that is,
Rect*, Poly, or Alg). Recall from [Rog] that the arithmeti-
cal hierarchy is the set of properties over N which can be
expressed in the elementary arithmetic, i.e., in first-order
logic over the symbols +, _, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... . This includes all
recursive properties,8 but many nonrecursive properties
as well. To see this, recall that every property P(x) in
the arithmetical hierarchy can be expressed either as
_x1 .\x2 ._x3 } } } Qnxn .R(x, x1 , ..., xn) or as \x1 ._x2 .\x3 } } }
Qn xn .R(x, x1 , ..., xn), where R is a recursive predicate: the
class 7n consists of all properties of the first form, and 6n of
all those of the second form. Then 70=60 is the class of
recursive, 71 that of recursively enumerable, and 61 of co-
recursively enumerable properties. Moreover 70 /71 /
72 / } } } and 60 /61 /62 / } } } form two strict hier-
archies, whose limit is the arithmetical hierarchy, denoted
AH.
Also, recall [Rog] that the analytical hierarchy, denoted
here AnH, is the set of properties over N expressible in
second-order logic over the symbols +, _, 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., in
which the second-order variables range over functions
f : N  N. The analytical hierarchy contains even more
properties than the arithmetical one. An example of a
property in AnH but not in AH is
[x | ‘‘x is the encoding of a true formula
in elementary arithmetic].
As usual, we extend the notations AH, AnH to instances
in Region. Namely some query Q of instances I # Alg is in
AH (AnH) iff the set of encodings [encode(I ) | I # Q] is in
AH (or AnH respectively). Of course, both definitions
depend on Region, which also has to be finitely represent-
able. For some group of permutations G, we define
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIES8 By a theorem due to Go del, every recursive relation R(x) can be
expressed as Q1 y1 .Q2 y2 } } } Qn yn .P(x, y1 , ..., yn)=0, where Qi # [\, _],
for i=1, ..., n and P is a polynomial with integer coefficients.AHG , AnHG to be the restrictions of AH, AnH to G-generic
queries.
Theorem 6.1 (Undecidability). The query classes
FO(Rect*&Disc, Rect&Alg)
are undecidable. Moreover, assuming that we restrict our
database instances to have fined set of names, names(I)=
[A1 , ..., Ak], we have the following characterization of their
expressive power:
v FO(Alg, Rect&Alg)=AHH , FO(Poly, Rect&Poly)
=AHH .
v AHHFO(Rect*, Poly&Alg)AH, AHHFO(Poly,
Alg)AH.
v FO(Rect*, Rect&Rect*)=AHS .
v AnHH /FO(Disc, Rect&Alg).
Proof. We start by showing FO(Alg, Alg)AH. Any
region variable r # Alg can be encoded as a finite set of finite
sets of finite sets of integers9 and, hence, as a single number.
Thus, quantifiers over Alg become quantifiers over num-
bers. Also, it is easy to see that connect(r, r$) is expressed as
a recursive property on the encodings of r, r$. Next we show
AHH FO(Alg, Alg). Here the crucial observation is that
we can encode numbers and the operations +, _, = in
FO(Alg, Alg). Indeed, we express a natural number x as two
regions r, q # Alg s.t. r & q has x connected components. We
express equality of two numbers x, x$ represented by
r, q, r$, q$ informally as follows: ‘‘there exists a finite set of
regions SAlg which is a one-to-one relation from the con-
nected components of r & q to those of r$ & q$; i.e., (1) for
every connected component t of r & q there exists a unique
connected component t$ of r$ & q$ such that both t and t$ are
contained in some set s # S, and (2) for every connected
component t$ of r$ & q$ there exists a unique connected com-
ponent t of r & q such that t, t$ are contained in some set
s # S.’’ A finite set of regions S is encoded as the intersection
of two regions in Alg. The addition predicate x"=x+x$ is
expressed similarly: that is, assuming the connected com-
ponents of r & q and r$ & q$ to be pairwise disjoint, we search
for a one-to-one relation S from r" & s" and the union of the
connected components of r & s and r$ & s$. For multiplica-
tion, x"=x_x$, we search for many-to-one relations S, S$
from x to x" and x$ to x", respectively, and require the rela-
tion [((c, c$), c") | (c, c") # S, (c$, c") # S$] to be one-to-one,
where c, c$, c" are connected components of r & s, r$ & s$,
r" & s", respectively. Hence, it follows that we can express in
FO(Alg, Alg) all number-theoretic properties in AH.
Back to the proof of AHH FO(Alg, Alg), suppose we are
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9 Recall that a region in Alg is expressed as i  j P ij (x, y)>0, where Pij
is a polynomial with integer coefficients.
over the number encoding of some input I # Alg. We have to
construct some formula  # FO(Alg, Alg), having I as input.
We do this in two steps. First, given I we compute some
encoding of the invariant TI . Namely, following the proof of
Proposition 5.1, the invariant TI can be represented by |V|
regions, r1 , ...r |V| , where V is the set of cells in TI , and a
number of additional regions corresponding to the other
components of TI , such as the labeling relation l and the
orientation O. Although the number |V| and other com-
ponents of this representation depend on I, we can encode
a set of regions as the connected components of the intersec-
tion of two regions, and it follows that the entire invariant
TI can be encoded by a fixed number of regions r1 , ..., rk (the
number k depends only on the size of names(I ), not on I ).
In short, we can extract a number encoding of TI and then
search for a number x representing an encoding of a
algebraic instance I$ for which TI and TI$ are isomorphic
(recall that TI$ can be computed from I$ in NC). Finally we
check .(x). In summary, we have so far proven that
FO(Alg, Alg)=AHH . Of course, this implies that FO(Alg,
Rect&Alg)=AHH .
FO(Poly, Poly)=AHH and the relationships AHH
FO(Rect*, Poly&Alg)AH and AHH FO(Poly, Alg)
AH are proven similarly. Note that FO(Rect*, Poly
&Alg) and FO(Poly, Alg) can express nontopological queries
so we do not have equality with AHH .
For FO(Rect*, Rect&Rect*)=AHS , we proceed as for
FO(Alg, Alg)=AHH . We need, however, to generalize
Theorem 3.4 as follows. For any instance I in Rect*, we con-
struct (in NC) an invariant SI such that I is S-equivalent to
I$ iff SI is isomorphic to SI$ . Here SI has to capture in addi-
tion to the information in TI , information about other ver-
tices, edges, and faces generated by all points obtained as
intersections of vertical and horizontal lines; see Fig. 14.
Then the proof proceeds as for FO(Alg, Alg)=AHH .
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S-equivalent (a) and their invariants SI , SI$ (b).Finally, we sketch how to show AnHH  FO(Disc,
Rect&Alg). First we notice that here r & q may have, in
general, infinitely many connected components; hence not
every pair r, q is a correct encoding of a number. However,
we can test in FO(Disc, Rect&Alg) whether r & q has
finitely many connected components, by checking that there
is no one-to-one relation from the set of connected com-
ponents of r & q to a proper subset of it. So we proceed as
in the proof of AHH FO(Alg, Alg), but now we have to
encode functions f : N  N in addition to numbers. The lat-
ter can be encoded as follows in FO(Disc, Alg); see Fig. 15.
First, given two regions r, q, the connected components of
r & q form a circular order defined by traversing the border
of r. This order can be expressed in FO(Disc, Alg): more
precisely, given four regions c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 r & q determin-
ing four connected components of r & q, one can test
whether these connected components occur in that order on
the border or r (simply check whether there exists two dis-
joint regions a, br s.t. a connects c1 with c2 and b connects
c3 with c4). Then a function is defined by six regions
r, q, r$, q$, c0 , c s.t. (a) r & q has infinitely many con-
nected components (see Fig. 15); (b) each connected com-
ponent of r$ & q$ (the black regions in Fig. 15) is a subset of
some connected component of r & q; (c) c0 r$ & q$ is called
the ‘‘left-most’’ black region (see Fig. 15), c r$ & q$ is
called the ‘‘‘right-most’’ black region (not shown in Fig. 15);
(d) there are infinitely many connected components in r & q
‘‘between’’ c0 and c , but only finitely many between any
two black regions other than c . All these properties can be
checked in FO(Disc, Alg); hence we can simulate quantifica-
tion over functions f : N  N in FO(Disc, Alg). It remains to
show that we can express function application f (x). Given
an encoding for f and an encoding r & q for x (i.e., r & q has
x connected components), we find an encoding r$ & q$ of
y =def f (x) as follows. First identify the x th and (x+1)st
black regions in the encoding of f by finding a one-to-one
correspondence between some initial segment of the black
regions and r & q. Next pick r$, q$ such that the connected
components of r$ & q$ are precisely those of f ‘‘between’’
those two black regions. K
Keeping fixed the set of region names does not have as
much to do with the complexity of the queries as with the
generic nature of the fragment of our languages dealing
with region names; e.g., the following property of instances
I is not expressible in FO(Disc, Alg): ‘‘the cardinality of
names(I ) is even.’’ On the other hand, FO(Disc, Alg) can
express the property ‘‘[ext(a) | a # names(I )] consists of an
even number of disjoint regions.’’ Thus, the characteriza-
tions do not work if the set of names is allowed to vary.
In view of the very strong undecidability results in this
UCIU, AND VIANUsection, we are motivated to consider decidable fragments of
topological query languages. Unfortunately, we next note
that even extremely restricted fragments of these languages
o
FIG. 15. Encoding of the function f : N  N, f (0)=2, f (1)=0, f (2)=3,
The black regions are the connected components of the intersection of two
can be undecidable. Let us consider the query class
71 (Rect*, <): existential sentences with quantifiers over
finite unions of rectangles, and not involving any input
regions. As it turns out, whether this theory is decidable is
equivalent to a fairly well-known problem in graph theory,
the string graph problem [EET76, Kra91, KM94], which
can be restated as follows: Given a graph G, is it the intersec-
tion graph of a set of curves on the plane? That is, is there a
set of curves (non-self-intersecting paths on the infinite two-
dimensional grid, say), one corresponding to each node,
such that two curves intersect if and only if the corre-
sponding vertices are connected in G? It is a fairly well-
known open problem whether string graphs are decidable.
Proposition 6.2. 71 (Rect*, 0) is decidable if and only if
string graphs are decidable.
Proof. To translate between curves and finite unions of
rectangles, in one direction we replace a region by a curve
that ‘‘fills it,’’ in the other we approximate a curve as closely
as desired by a finite union of ‘‘very thin’’ rectangles. Thus
the string graph problem is the special case of the
71 (Rect*, <) sentences with matrix which is the conjunc-
tion of literals of the form connect(A, B) or cconnect(A, B),
one for each pair of quantified variables. Conversely,
with exponentially many calls to an algorithm for this
fragment (one for each satisfying truth assignment of the
matrix of the 71 (Rect*, <) sentence) we can answer any
query. K
This result, together with the negative results in [Kra91,
KM94] (NP-hardness of string graph recognition, and
TOPOLOGICAL QUERIESan exponential lower bound on the size of the smallest
string model of a graph) has the following negative conse-
quences:... . The two regions r, q yield infinitely many connected components in r & q.
ther regions, r$ & s$, not shown.
Corollary 6.3. 71 (Rect*, <) is NP-hard in terms of
query complexity. Furthermore, for every n there is a true
71 (Rect*, <) query with n symbols such that the smallest set
of regions that can instantiate the existential quantifiers has
total size that is doubly exponential.
We now turn to the decidable sublanguages, and their
data complexity. Since queries in FO(Region, Alg) involve
quantification over the infinite sets in Region, computing
such queries must involve results along the lines of the
well-known quantifier elimination theorems a la [Tar51].
Indeed, the following is a direct consequence of results in
[KKR90].
Theorem 6.4 Data Complexity). The queries in
FO(Rect, Rect&Alg)
are effectively computable and have data complexity NC.
Similarly for queries in FO(P, <x , <y , Rect&Alg).
Finally, in terms of query complexity we have the follow-
ing (we omit the straightforward proofs).
Theorem 6.5 (Query Complexity). The query complex-
ity of FO(Rect, Rect&Alg) and FO(P, <x , <y , Rect&Alg)
is PSPACE. The query complexity of the conjunctive queries
(existential queries with conjunctive matrix) in FO(Rect,
Rect*&Alg) and FO(P, <x , <y , Rect*&Alg) is NP, and
the query complexity of conjunctive queries in FO(Rect,
Rect) and FO(P, <x, <y , Rect) is NC.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
51IN SPATIAL DATABASESWe have made progress toward the theoretical underpin-
nings of the topological fragment of spatial databases. We
have identified the essential part of a spatial data base vis-a -
vis topological queries: It is the planar graph structure of
the region boundaries. This structure can be represented as
an instance of a simple and fixed relational scheme, and can
be extracted easily from any spatial instance. The resulting
relational instance can then be used to answer any topologi-
cal query on the original spatial instance. It would be very
interesting to find other domains in which this methodology
is useful; this line of research can result in database systems
for extremely complex data which, however, also contain
simple relational ‘‘summaries’’ that suffice for large ranges of
interesting queries.
We have also introduced natural topological languages,
first-order extensions of the well-known but insufficient
four-intersection relations, and discussed their expressi-
bility, completeness, decidability, and complexity. We have
mostly restricted ourselves to the domain ALG; similar
results can be obtained for the S-generic properties of
inputs over Rect* (as outlined in the proof of Theorem 6.1),
and for L-generic properties of inputs over Poly. This
includes the existence and efficient construction of the
respective invariants, and the definability of S-equivalence
classes and L-equivalence classes by sentences in FO(Rect*,
Rect*) and FO(Poly, Poly), respectively. The latter can also
be used to obtain completeness results in the spirit of those
of Section 5, only this time for the S-generic and L-generic
properties of inputs over Rect* and Poly.
One important question has been left open in this paper:
Are there interesting tractable topological query
languages10 that are more expressive than the Boolean
closure of the four-intersection relations? In work currently
in progress, we have identified an interesting candidate: The
first-order closure of four-intersection relations where the
quantifiers are restricted to two kinds of regions: (a) One
weak class of quantifiers range over all cells of the plane as
divided by the boundaries of the instance. (b) A stronger
quantifier ranges over all possible unions of cells that are
disc homeomorphs (that is to say, legitimate regions); a
related language quantifies over points and paths. The first-
order closure of four-intersection relations under these two
kinds of quantifiers seems to be very expressivefor exam-
ple, the queries exemplified in Fig. 1a. vs Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c
vs Fig. 1d, which are known not to be expressible by
Boolean combinations of the four-intersection relations, are
expressible when these quantifiers are allowed. The data
complexity of this language is NC, and the query complexity
PSPACE. Finally, we hope to discover clean characteriza-
tions of the expressive power of this language, and perhaps
obtain a purely algebraic counterpart in the spirit of Codd’s
Theorem.
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